
Topic 1

Language as communication: oral 
and written language. 

Features defining a communicative Features defining a communicative 
situation: sender, receiver, functions 

and context.



Introduction

Why is this topic important? Because of the importance of communication in our 

everyday life. Human beings live in society and, 

therefore, communication is one of the main 

consequences of socialization. 

How can we introduce this 

topic in our Primary 

Language is the basis of communication and if we 

want our pupils to achieve the communicative topic in our Primary 

classroom?

want our pupils to achieve the communicative 

competence, we should be aware of the importance 

and characteristics of communication systems. 

What’s the aim of this topic? Define communication; define language; define the 

properties of human language as opposed to other 

communication systems. Define semiotics as the 

Science that studies languages.



1. Language as communication. What’s language? 

Definition of 

language:

Language has prompted many definitions throughout time. 

It is the basic form of communication between human 

beings. Its most striking characteristics are its flexibility and 

versatility.

The 3 approaches to 

language nature:
Structural point of view / communicative point of view / 

Interactional point of view. 

The 13 language

propperties by 

Hocket:

Arbitrariness, duality, discreteness, productivity, 

interchangeability, displacement, auditory-vocal channel, 

broadcast transmission and directional reception, rapid 

fading, total feedback, specialization, semanticity, 

traditional transmission. 



1. Language as communication. What’s communication?

What’s 

communication?

Communication is the process of creating and sharing meaning 

through the transmission and exchange of signs. The key of 

communication is the creation of meaning. It is the main function 

of language.

Human 

communication 

systems.

We distinguish 3 types:

-Auditory-vocal: ex. Speech.

- Visual: ex. Traffic codes /gestures…systems. - Visual: ex. Traffic codes /gestures…

- Tactile: Braille. 

Non-human

communication 

systems

Animals also establish communication systems (bees, whales, 

ants…), but mainly based on physic stimulus, (olfactory, visual, 

gustatory

Categories of 

communication

-Intrapersonal: self-communication.

-Interpersonal: communication between people (ex. 

Conversation).

- Group communication.

- Mass communication.



2. ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE. ORAL LANGUAGE.

The  most obvious aspect of oral language is  speech. Oral language is formed by two 

main skills: listening and speaking. 

Features of oral 

language:

It has a dynamic structure; it’s spontaneous, it’s open and we 

build it as we speak; in oral interactions we use everyday 

language; it’s interactive and not planned. 

In an oral utterance -Prosodic features. (stress, intonation).In an oral utterance 

we distinguish:

-Prosodic features. (stress, intonation).

- Paralinguistic features: 

Essential moves in 

an oral utterance:

Initiate.

Satisfy.

Contra.

Advantages of oral 

languages:

Immediate feedback. 

Natural.

Disadvantages of 

oral languages:

-Rapid fading.



2. ORAL AND WRITTEN LANGUAGE. WRITTEN LANGUAGE.

The  evolution of written language has prompted different written codes. (Arabic, Greek, 

Russian or Italian seem to be very different from each other). We can say that History 

begins with written language, and we can set its starting point 5000 years ago in 

Mesopotamia because of administrative needs

Main features of 

written language:

-Uses written symbols to convey meaning. Lacks paralinguistic 

devices. Written communication cannot provide immediate 

feedback; it is permanent and it is a cultural construction. It is 

usually planned, more organized, uses specialized and varied usually planned, more organized, uses specialized and varied 

lexicon. 

Types of texts 

according to the 

writer’s intention:

Narrative / Descriptive / Directive / Expository / Dialogue

Advantages of written 

language:

It is permanent; legal validity.

Disadvantages of 

written language:

-No immediate feedback; time consuming; not natural. 



3. FEATURES DEFINING A COMMUNICATIVE SITUATION. 

Relevant concepts in a 

communication exchange

Sender / Message / Receiver / Code / Encoding / 

Channel / Decoding / Feedback / Context

The purpose of communication Informing, Establishing relations, Persuade, Show 

power, Making decisions, Expressing the self, Making 

sense of the world.

Bühler’s 6 language functions Emotive 

Conative

Referential

Phatic

Metalinguistic

Aesthetic

Halliday’s language functions Heuristic / Instrumental / Regulatory/ Imaginative/

Personal/ Interactional/ Representative



4. THE COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE. 

Where does this term 

come from?
Chomsky vs Hymes.

Chomsky believed that to be competent a speaker should dominate 

grammar.

Hymes thought this vision was sterile and that in order to be 

competent speakers should take into account other issues as culture. 

Definition of 

communicative 

competence.

Hymes. “the ability of a speaker to speak in a speech community”.

It means using the language system appropriately in any linguistic 

context, producing not only correct grammatical sentences, but also context, producing not only correct grammatical sentences, but also 

messages adapted to any situation regarding cultural, social and 

situational constraints 

Hymes ‘ 4 aspects of 

communicative 

competence

Systematic potential / Appropiarcy / Ocurrence / Feasibility

The 5 subcompetences

by Canale and Swain
Grammar /  Discourse /  Socio-linguistic / Strategic / Socio- cultural



5. CONCLUSION / 6. BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

Conclusion Why is communication important? Why is language important? How 

can we introduce this topic in the class? Why are language and 

communication important in the classroom? 
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